Variation of second-order piezoelectric coefficients with respect to a finite strain measure.
In this article the consequence of a change of finite strain measure is theoretically considered for nonlinear piezoelectric crystals. Analytical predictions show that second-order piezoelectric coefficients are finite strain measure dependent. Therefore, the use of any finite strain measure in constitutive modelling of piezoelectric materials requires an adequate choice of higher-order piezoelectric coefficients. This allows one to avoid unwanted corrections to the elastic and electric fields in the case of nonlinear modelling of piezoelectric materials, e.g. for piezoelectric heterostructures such as quantum wells or dots. A general transformation formula for second-order piezoelectric coefficients (elastostriction) is derived. As an example, specific transformation formulae for two common crystallographic classes, namely {\bar 4}3m and 6mm, are presented. The piezoelectric coefficients for GaN and GaAs crystals, as representative cases of these crystal classes, are recalculated and their dependence on the strain measure is demonstrated. A further implication of that effect is that a complete set of second-order piezoelectric coefficients should contain additional information about the strain measure applied during calculations or measurements.